Crystalline Water

Water is the most important element that sustains life on this
planet. On spiritual basis, it has a great role in the Ascension process. It
can hold and transmit a range of Ascension frequencies in its pure form.
Apart from its ability to hold energy, water molecules can take up
particular structures close to freezing points relating to various emotions
and energies present on the environment.
Such structures are visible when the crystal structure grows large
enough to be visible. At the same time, every molecule in the structure is
aligned in the same crystalline lattice as the larger structure. Basically its
believed, even in liquid form water has the flexible structures formed

between close proximity molecules. Much of the energies in water is
held by the specific structures formed when it is energized.
Memory of Water (The basic concept in Homeopathy) relies on the
ability of water to hold the memory and Properties of some molecules
dissolved in it. Strong shaking or boiling is used to release the old
memories and then potentiating with energy, crystal or a salt. This is the
basic concept of Elixirs.
A large group of Masters work on the Water in Oceans to anchor
the great amount of energy that the Crystalline grid offers to earth.

Ganga has been the source of water as well the spiritual inspiration from
the great Masters who lived in the higher Himalayas. Many a masters
have shared their energies in the water of Ganga and that is one reason
of the great spiritual importance of the river.
Mythology says, it’s the heavenly river that was brought to earth
and then held on by Shiva.

The Crystalline Water Concept
Something similar to the heavenly river beliefs, the higher energy layers were being
anchored in the structure of water. Like a many layers of Axiatonals work on the water molecule
itself.
Water molecule now resonate in the Crystalline Grid through the basic structure. Once
activated, small number of molecules can create strong resonance to activate large water bodies.
The energy harmonization ability is permanent for the active molecules and the frequencies that
flow is quite high.
Any disharmonized energy or molecule in the vicinity of such active molecules get cured
of the misaligned energy as it gets transferred to a active molecule. The active molecule later
clears and harmonizes the misaligned energy with the Grid (Source and Creation).
The scale of energy flowing through crystalline water falls in the range of +9 to +10 (On
a scale of 0-12) which is quite very high than 5D

or 6D energies.

Healing effects
 Large water bodies can activate instantly
to a very high energy with the energy.
 The water heals and cleanses the area,
environment, the animals and plants.
 Drinking crystalline water heals and
cleanses on the cellular level.
 This water is great for creating any other
potion as it amplifies the effect.
 Crystalline water can be intentionally
programmed to work in certain areas like
specific organ healings, beautifying, body
weight control, detox, Youthening etc.

Activation of Water
Remember to activate large water bodies
you meet. It would be a great service. To
activate, say “Crystalline water”.

Drinking or bathing water: hold the
container and say “Crystalline water”. Allow
the energy to settle. And use.
Large water bodies:
Intend to activate, touch the water and say
“Crystalline water”.
Water in your Body, in plants and animals:
Visualize your body as water and then say
“Crystalline water”.
Also use it for fruits, edible or massage oils,
and any wet eatables.

